
 

New anti-cancer immunotherapy drug: Fewer
side effects, more therapeutic
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Schematic illustration of preferential immune responses during the cancer-
activated DOX prodrug nanoparticle (CAP-NPs)-based chemotherapy: CAP-
NPs exhibit selective tumor accumulation via enhanced permeability and
retention (EPR) effect and cancer cell-specific activation by overexpressed
cancer-associated cathepsin B. Consequently, CAP-NPs selectively initiate
enhanced immunogenic cell death (ICD) in cancer cells by inducing cell surface
exposure of calreticulin and extracellular secretion of DAMPs, as well as DC
maturation and cytotoxic T cell activation in targeted tumor tissues.
Concurrently, CAP-NPs significantly reduce the systemic toxicity and
inflammatory response in normal organs. Furthermore, cytotoxicity to immune
cells is minimized,leading to increase DCs maturation and T cell activation.
Credit: Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST)

Unlike conventional cancer drugs that attack and kill cancer cells
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directly, anti-cancer immunotherapy, which kills cancer cells by
strengthening the body's immunity, is a novel type of cancer treatment
currently attracting increased attention. Unfortunately, a minority of
cancer patients who have some degree of pre-existing immunity only
benefit from anti-cancer immunotherapy.

Recently, doxorubicin, a cancer treatment drug, has been shown to boost
patients' immune response by releasing components when cancer cells
are killed. However, as the toxicity and inflammatory responses induced
by doxorubicin can affect normal cells in addition to cancer cells, it can
lower patients' immunity levels, which limits its effectiveness for
immunotherapy.

To tackle this issue, a research team led by Dr. Ju Hee Ryu of the Center
for Theragnosis at the Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST)
has developed an anti-cancer prodrug that can improve anti-cancer
immunotherapy by reacting only with cancer cells, thereby minimizing
the toxicity to normal cells, including immune cells, and boosting patient
immunity.

Last year, the Center for Theragnosis at KIST reported the development
of an anti-cancer drug that targets cancer cells by suppressing the
resistance to doxorubicin without reacting with normal cells. In contrast,
Dr. Ryu's research team has developed a prodrug for anti-cancer
immunotherapy that utilizes the immunity-boosting potential of
doxorubicin.

The developed prodrug exhibits anticancer effects when activated by
abundant enzymes present in cancer cells. As these enzymes are not
present in normal cells, they do not experience toxicity and
inflammatory responses. The ability to target cancer cells exclusively
increases patient immunity, inducing an active anticancer immune
response when doxorubicin is activated in cancer cells.
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The developed anti-cancer drug significantly improved the anti-cancer
immune response in nonclinical animal models and reduced side effects
associated with inflammatory responses and toxicity in normal tissues.
Therefore, the drug dosage can probably be increased to enhance its
effectiveness for chemotherapy without causing notable side effects.

In addition, because the prodrug was developed by utilizing a drug
already in clinical use, the commercialization process is expected to be
relatively straightforward in terms of clinical trials and mass production.

Dr. Ju Hee Ryu of KIST said, "Because the immunity level of most
patients must be raised to a certain level to enjoy the remarkable
therapeutic effect of immunotherapy, an anti-cancer prodrug that can
maintain the anti-cancer immune response of the drug while reducing
the toxicity and inflammatory responses in normal tissues represents a
significant step forward for immunotherapy."

  More information: Suah Yang et al, Cancer-activated doxorubicin
prodrug nanoparticles induce preferential immune response with
minimal doxorubicin-related toxicity, Biomaterials (2021). DOI:
10.1016/j.biomaterials.2021.120791
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